Uncoupling in secondary transport proteins. A mechanistic explanation for mutants of lac permease with an uncoupled phenotype.
The kinetic behavior of a H(+)-substrate symporter has been studied in which in addition to the unloaded (E) and fully loaded states (E.S.H) of the carrier also one of the binary complexes (E.S or E.H) may reorient its binding sites. This results in two types of uncoupled mutants, the ES leak and the EH leak type. The effects of pH and substrate concentration (pS) on the coupling of transport have been analyzed. In the enzyme with the ES leak, the proton:substrate stoichiometry (v(H+)/v(S)) and the substrate accumulation levels decrease sigmoidally from fully coupled at low pH to completely uncoupled at high pH. Importantly, the coupling inferred from initial rate measurements is higher than from steady state accumulation levels. In the enzyme with the EH leak, the coupling inferred from the accumulation levels increases from no coupling at low pH to full coupling at high pH and saturating substrate concentration. The v(H+)/v(S) increases sigmoidally with pH from < 1 to > 1 and is highly dependent on pS. At each pH value a substrate concentration can be found that results in apparent complete coupling between the two fluxes. The ES leak and the EH leak mutants provide a mechanism for substrate-induced and substrate-inhibited proton leakage, respectively. Furthermore, substrate efflux down a concentration gradient is inhibited by a membrane potential (inside negative) under uncoupled conditions in the case of an ES leak but not in the case of an EH leak. The properties of the mutants mimic those of various transport mutants that have been described, in particular mutants of the lactose transport protein of Escherichia coli. The analysis offers general means for targeted experimentation, which allows discrimination between various types of transport mutants.